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Welcome. You haven’t signed in yet so please select ‘I accept’ to start or access your Jacobs

Career Application. My Account Options Your Impact: Discover Limitless Opportunities in Your

Career at Jacobs. A world where YOU can! Are you seeking a rewarding career with

endless possibilities? The opportunity is here you to excel on a global stage while making a

significant contribution to the development projects that are key to the continued

prosperity and growth of the U.A.E. By joining Jacobs, you will unlock a world of

professional development and networking opportunities. With our global presence across 40+

countries, you'll have the opportunity to connect and work with some of the world’s most

talented and influential professionals, expanding your reach and opening doors to new

horizons. Job stability is paramount, and we understand your need for a secure future, by

joining Jacobs you will benefit from our strong global pipeline of work providing you with a

solid foundation to take your career to new heights.   Are you ready to contribute to the

nation building strategies of Vision 2031. Your skills and expertise will play a crucial role in

shaping the future of this great nation. At Jacobs, were challenging today and reinventing

tomorrow as our global employee community turn abstract ideas into realities that

transform the world for good. Jacobs have exciting opportunities for U.A.E Nationals across all

of our rapidly growing and buoyant business sectors: Utilities, Environment &

Infrastructure, Transport & Logistics, Ports & Maritime, Strategic Consulting, Cities & Places,

Sales Operations and Corporate Services. Together, we deliver major infrastructure projects,

create sustainable environments, revolutionize power and energy systems, promote

renewable resources, enhance healthcare services, build world-class sporting facilities, and
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transform tourism experiences. As a Design Engineer, you will join the rail practice that

covers all aspects of project life cycle from concept to construction. Day-to-day you will be

immersed with a team that is diverse and committed to delivering services and solutions to our

rail clients. You will play a crucial role in the planning, design, and implementation of rail-

related projects alongside collaborate with a multidisciplinary team. You will be empowered to

contribute to the design development process, including concept development, detailed

design, and engineering calculations, ensuring compliance with industry standards and

regulations. You will work closely with cross-functional teams, including project managers,

architects, electrical engineers, and construction teams. Here's What You'll Need: You will

be U.A.E National that holds an accredited Bachelor’s degree from a recognized institution.

Demonstrated experience in computer-aided design (BIM) software to create detailed

drawings and schematics, ensuring accuracy and adherence to project specifications. Working

experience in preparing and maintaining design documentation, reports, and technical

specifications for internal and external stakeholders. You are creative, self-motivated, and

work well in dynamic, yet changing environment. Don't miss out on this extraordinary

opportunity to be at the forefront of progress. Join us now and embrace a future where your

talent will shine, and your contributions will leave a lasting legacy. Jacobs. A world where

you can. #Emiratitalent@Jacobs Primary Location Job Posting Job : Planning & Consulting

Organization : PPS Job Type : Experienced Work Locations : AE Bur Dubai - Halcrow International

Partnership Halcrow International Partnership, 7th floor, City Tower 2 Sheikh Zayed Road,

Trade Center 1, PO Box 360 2 Bur Dubai 2019 Jacobs Engineering Group | All rights

reserved.1999 Bryan Street, Suite 1200, Dallas, Texas 75201 , USA | +1.214.638.0145 |
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